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SUMMARY 
 

The first stage of the redevelopment of 

Glasgow’s former Victoria Infirmary is to 

create a Masterplan. The Scottish 

Government’s good practice guidance states 

that this should be in collaboration with the 

local community and include an analysis of the 

wider social and economic context and needs 

of that community. In other word is it not just 

for the site alone, nor is it just about design. 

 

The Victoria Forum represents local communities and to support the process undertook an 

engagement event to gauge local views. These we will pass on to the developers and 

Glasgow City Council. The main findings of this first exercise are presented in this Report 

will full details on the Forum website: 

 

 Housing:  A mix of tenure and house sizes is essential. The objective is to 

rebalance this part of the Southside which is mainly tenement flats for sale or 

private rent. This will allow families and older people to stay in the area as well as 

be attractive to newcomers. 

 Getting Around: On-site parking is paramount but there are also serious concerns 

about the lack of safe pedestrian road crossings 

 Community Facilities: The opportunity to create a new civic space for the 

Battlefield area, community meeting spaces and young children’s play areas should 

not be missed. 

 Economy and Jobs: Some analysis is needed to ensure that new commercial 

units do not adversely affect existing retail provision. The demand for start up and 

studio spaces needs to be assessed and met. Local recruitment and training during 

the construction period should be incorporated into any planning approval 

 Heritage and Design: The community wants to see the retention of some of the 

buildings, good quality and sympathetic design and materials. Reference to the 

history of the site is also important 

 

The event showed that local residents have a wealth of knowledge and many constructive 

ideas to offer to the developer and the City Council. We are passionate about the site and 

the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity this redevelopment could benefit the wider community. 

We think if more such participatory exercises are undertaken at all the critical stages of the 

Masterplan and Planning Application process the outcome will be one we can all be proud 

of. 
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Background 
 

The redevelopment of the 

Victoria Infirmary is one of 

the most significant planning 

issues in the Southside of 

Glasgow. It will have an 

impact on the local 

community for decades to 

come.  

  

 

Glasgow City Council has designated the site as a Masterplan Area. Sanctuary Housing 

Association, the new owner and developer of the land, is the lead body undertaking the 

Masterplan.  

 

The Scottish Government has provided good practice advice on how such a Masterplan 

should be conducted (PAN 83).  This includes:  

 

The plan should be “linked to a social and economic analysis” and it should be based 

“collaboration with communities and organisations, with either a stake or an interest in the 

area”.   

 

Sanctuary HA and GCC have referred to PAN 83 as the acknowledged good practice 

process for a quality Masterplan. PAN 83 also outlines how Masterplans should be 

evaluated. Further information at: www.gov.scot/Publications/2008/11/10114526/0 

 

During February and March 2017 Sanctuary HA are undertaking drop-in consultation 

sessions at Langside Library and we would expect the findings and base information they 

collect to be published. 

 

In the spirit of collaboration the Victoria Forum arranged out its own public consultation 

22nd February attended by 120 people. A summary of the issues raised is contained in 

Report. The Forum may undertake further engagement exercises. 

 

 

The Victoria Forum is a group with representation from Langside Battlefield and Camphill, 

Mt Florida and Shawlands and Strathbungo Community Councils. Its aim is to encourage 

meaningful community involvement in the development process and ensure that both the 

Masterplan and subsequent development of the site and adjacent areas achieve maximum 

benefit for the local community.  

 

https://newoldvicky.org 

  

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2008/11/10114526/0
https://newoldvicky.org/
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Victoria Forum Community Engagement Event   
 

We decided to structure the event to encourage maximum participation. The event was 

announced in the press and pre-meeting information leaflets were distributed in the 

community. The event began with a 15 minute introduction. After that it was up to the 

public.  

 

Discussions took place in small groups with a facilitator. Each person was invited to 

contribute their views based on the generic question “If you were in charge of the Vicky 

redevelopment what would you like to see on the site and the surrounding 

community”.  This was repeated four times for each main topic:  Housing, Getting 

Around, Community Facilities and Economy and Jobs. Heritage and Design emerged as a 

fifth topic 

 

The objective was to ensure broad 

thinking to input to the Masterplan. 

All contributions were recorded 

and not judged. At a later date we 

may repeat the exercise when the 

Masterplan is more firmed up and 

design concepts are emerging. 

 

The 120 people who attended 

were all from the G41/42/43/44 

area and the feedback was that the format was good and allowed everyone to have their 

say. The noise level was high, making it difficult to hear for some, but that also indicates 

the buzz and level of participation. We also issued cards so that people could add anything 

they subsequently thought of. They were available for others to fill in and 4 days were 

given to deposit them in the Library. 

 

Altogether we got 1736 individual comments. We have attempted to gather these into 

broad headings highlighting the most repeated. A statistical summary is at the end of this 

report and the full detailed 1736 statistics and comments are available on our website. 

 

The following summaries of the results are accompanied by a Fact Check of relevant 

statistical information and other local knowledge (see Glasgow City Council 

https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/index.aspx?articleid=18820) to put the comments into context. 

 

We would expect the Masterplan process and the consultants employed by Sanctuary to 

go much further into these local issues and develop this analysis in much more depth than 

we have been able to do.   

  

https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/index.aspx?articleid=18820
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HOUSING 
 

The tenure of the proposed new housing is the main issue raised with a strong desire for a 

mixed development with some for sale and for rent, evenly balanced at around 50% for 

rent. In terms of affordability, mid market rent is favoured, but also a proportion of social 

housing (25%). Private landlords not encouraged.  

In terms of size and type there is a preference for more flats (with lifts) than houses, but 

still for some houses on the site, and overwhelmingly for larger (3 bed plus) flats or 

houses. This may reflect the limited number of these in the area and the known demand 

for family accommodation. 

 

There is a strong preference for significant provision for the elderly, either sheltered or 

independent living but with support. 

 

The community expressed the view that the different of tenures and house types should be 

mixed and scattered throughout and not concentrated.  The density and built design 

quality are also concerns. 

 

“Important to have balance of 

housing stock with options for 

elderly to downsize in local 

area otherwise the site may 

become a 1st time buyer 

ghetto” 

 “There is a shortage of ‘family 

type’ housing with safe play 

areas. Also houses for ‘first 

time buyers’” 

 “Houses on site to have ‘views’ not depressing outlooks – challenge to get as many 
‘views’ as possible”. 
 

Fact Check 

The current population of Langside Ward alone is already over 23,000. This and other new 

developments at Mansionhouse Road and the Scottish Power site will increase this by 

about 10%.  

90% of homes in the Langside Ward and surrounding area are flats, mainly tenements 

with no lifts, and mainly 2 bedrooms.   

92% of homes in Langside Ward are either privately owned or privately rented. The % of 

social housing is well below the city average. 

In terms of affordability the average new build flat in the area sells at £210-£240 k (10 

times the average Scottish household income of £23,000) Full market rents for new build 

in the Southside are around £700 pm ( 2 bed) and £850 (3 bed) and around £500-£600 for 

an older tenement flat.  
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GETTING AROUND and CONSTRUCTION PHASE   
 

Parking is the main issue with a unanimous desire for all residents’ and visitors’ parking to 

be on site and off road. The general problem of parking in the wider area is a concern.   

 

Safety concerns also feature strongly. There is demand for pedestrian crossings, 

especially to the Park, and also safety within the development (eg 20 mph zone). 

 

It is recognised that access may be difficult, especially from Langside Road; Grange Road 

should be the main access point. The community wants to see the development integrated 

with the surrounding area and not cut off, but at the same time to prevent a rat-run through 

the site.  

  

A good through route for pedestrians is supported as are cycle paths and storage. 

 

There is concern about the impact of noise, traffic, heavy vehicles and building workers’ 

parking during the Construction phase 

 

“Glasgow City Council need to be examining the surrounding roads to the area; the 
roundabout at the Battlefield Monument and the junction at Battlefield Rest” 
. 
“Re-model/simplify traffic flow and road layout around Battlefield Rest” 
 
“Good lighting/ public safety” 
 

 

Fact Check 

Congested on-street parking in the surrounding 

area already means that scope for any more is 

minimal.  

 

There is no adequate or safe pedestrian 

crossing at the Monument and none opposite 

the Park entrance across Langside Road. 

 

The quality of the pedestrian environment is 

poor. 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
 

There is an overwhelming desire for some kind of public or civic space, not just within the 

development but in the adjacent area to enhance the sense of place. The area round 

Battlefield Rest is most favoured. 

 

The re-use of the existing car park at Grange Road for a complementary development to 

enhance the area is also proposed. 

 

A children’s playground and sitting out areas or communal gardens are also favoured, and 

space for some sports. An indoor meeting place or community room is also substantially 

supported by many (not just for the site but for the whole area). 

 

There are concerns about local school capacity.  
 

“Although there is an appreciation that the area has close proximity to Queen’s Park, play 
provision especially for younger children was mentioned” 

 

“Piazza in front of Batttlefield Rest – what an 
opportunity” 
 

“Trees on site “and “Put trees back in the area 
immediately adjacent to the wards as per the 
photograph taken in the 1960s.” 
 

“Street art similar to new Victoria hospital, local 
artists to contribute – exhibition space”. 
 

“Capacity building for local nurseries and 
schools; nursery could be built on site”. 
 

“Sanctuary should make a donation to the 
community for wider facilities  
 

 

Fact Check 

 

Schools are nearing capacity, with a waiting list for some 

There is not a single equipped children’s play area in any of the residential areas of 

Langside, Battlefield, Mt Florida or Shawlands 

There are limited facilities for small groups, lunch clubs or youth groups. Church Halls are 

often booked up. There is no community centre in the area.  The existing Ebenezer 

Duncan wing of the Victoria already has a useable public hall and theatre. 

 

There is no public Civic Space or square. The area is dominated by roads and traffic. 
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ECONOMY AND JOBS 
 

The most significant and majority view is that the community does not want any new retail 

units to adversely affect existing shops, so if there are any, they will need to complement. 

 

However, a number of participants would welcome additional commercial premises, but 

the desire was for small independent stores or cafes, but no take-aways, and to be located 

nearer Battlefield end of the site.  

 

In contrast to the ambivalent view on retail there is a very strong desire for small start-up 

premises and /or studios, if there is a demonstrated demand as a result of economic 

analysis.    

 

There are also some interesting ideas around the Construction phase such as local 

recruitment, training and apprenticeships 

 

 “Nothing which would adversely affect local businesses; 

complementary and, if possible independent businesses”. 

 

“Studio spaces were viewed as very welcome especially 
given the vibrant ‘arts’ community in the southside” 
 
“Planning permission to include specific requirement to 
create/ employ apprenticeships for the benefit of local young 
people” 
 
“Site visit links with local schools to broaden horizons of both 
boys and girls”. 

 

 

 

 

Fact Check 

There is a mix of shops, cafes and other services and some new convenience stores have 

opened up. Several of the shop units in Battlefield Road are vacant. Langside Community 

Council’s survey in 2015 showed  

a number of businesses at risk of closure due to the loss of trade after the hospital move. 

 

The pedestrian experience (uneven and worn surfaces, chaotic street furniture) especially 

along the main shopping parade of Battlefield Road is poor. 

There are no small easy access or studio spaces in this part of the Southside, for start -up 

business. 
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HERITAGE AND DESIGN 
 

The Community feels very strongly about 

acknowledging the history of the site, and the 

memories of the Victoria itself as a public 

asset. 

 

There is a desire for good quality design and 

sympathetic building materials.    

 

There is disquiet that demolition is being 
advanced before a Masterplan is completed. 
 
 “The commitment by Sanctuary to retain, 

where possible, the Nightingale wards was 

welcomed. In general most would like to see 

more of the existing hospital building retained” 

“Convert admin block to a hospital museum” 

“Retain pre-war buildings / list them” 
“Design sympathetic to original/heritage of 
Victoria” 
“Colour of new build facades to blend with older surrounding buildings, 2 x extremes of old 
and new facades. Red brick not visually good”. 
“Height and scale of development must respect retained buildings.” 
“New buildings should reflect the history and heritage of the area – keeping as much of the 
existing building as is possible; too much has been lost already and new developments not 
in keeping with the ‘character’ of the area. Building materials were also highlighted as 
being important”. 

 

Fact Check 

 

The Battle of Langside (a turning point in Scottish history, 1568) occurred partly on the 

Vicky site. Commemoration and information about its historic importance is limited and 

scattered. The hospital itself was a landmark in Victorian healthcare. 

The Victoria Administration block is listed. The Nightingale Wards and Turrets, regarded 

by many as the most significant and distinctive features are not. 

The land on which the Vicky is built was originally owned by the public. The City Council 

sold it for hospital use in 1883 for £5,000.  

The hospital itself was built from private donations and public subscription. 

The NHS took over in 1947 and sold the land and buildings in 2016 to Sanctuary HA for 

£6.5m, using the proceeds for central NHS services. 
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WHAT NEXT?  
 

The event has shown that there is considerable interest in this development from the 

community, a wealth of local knowledge and ideas and an enthusiasm to be involved. It 

also shows what can be achieved even with the limited resources of Community Councils 

 

The PAN 83 best practice guidance acknowledges this when it says that Masterplans that 

“When creating successful places, people must be at the heart of the process. The local 

community’s understanding of the needs of an area is invaluable in establishing priorities 

and arriving at a vision for a place”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Good Practice Guide also states that the Masterplan should include “an accurate 

interpretation of the social, environmental and economic context of the site and its 

surroundings” This is what we have begun to try to do  

 

The Victoria Forum believes it is unrealistic to expect Sanctuary to achieve a quality 

Masterplan by itself. In addition to close collaboration with the community the support and 

resources of Glasgow City Council are essential to achieve best practice, and especially to 

provide the up-to-date social and economic data and the housing strategy and other policy 

contexts which the Masterplan requires 

 

Glasgow City Council has already committed itself in principle to providing support and 

advice to the Masterplan process for this site ( Policy Guidance CDP 10 (“Meeting Housing 

Needs) Nov 2013, states The Council will: “advise on the preparation of Masterplans with 

a view to shaping the development of....Victoria Infirmary /Mansionhouse Road). We would 

expect the community to be provided with evidence of this, when it occurs. 

 

 

It is clear that the community supports a high quality development which takes into 

account the needs of the area, such as housing mix and tenure. The Masterplan also 

needs to incorporate a wider area than the site itself so that over the next decade there is 
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a commitment to address and invest in civic and amenity space, roads and crossings and 

safety, community facilities and so on. We recognise that any Masterplan and subsequent 

development should be deliverable and economically attractive and have no wish to 

unnecessarily delay it. Time spent in the early stages to achieve a good quality, 

comprehensive and publicly supported Masterplan should ensure that.   

 

PAN 83 good practice guidelines advise that the draft Masterplan should be referred back 

to the community for scrutiny before it is submitted to Council committees, and that, if 

approved, it can then be adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance. This will mean 

that when Sanctuary HA subsequently puts in the outline and detailed planning 

applications they have a very good chance of being supported by the community and 

approved first time round. 

 

The Victoria Forum will continue to work towards this end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://newoldvicky.org  

https://newoldvicky.org/
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Annexe 
 

This is a summary. The full details can be seen at https://newoldvicky.org 

 

Victoria Forum Public Meeting   
 

How many times was a given topic mentioned or supported by a participant? 
 

Section Topic Sub-Topic Count 

Housing Tenure Social/ mid-market - more 54   
For sale 46   
Sheltered 23   
Private let - yes 21   
Social/ mid-market - less 20   
Control on private letting 17   
Mixed 3   
HMOs, students 2   
Other 2   
Students 1   
Private let - no 1   
First time buyers 1   
Co-ownership 1   
No shared ownership 1  

Mix Mixed 60   
Size 40   
Flats 17   
Older people/ disabled 7   
Co-housing 5   
Families 1  

Design Other 50   
Materials 19   
Height 14   
Heritage 14   
High quality 9  

Type Flats 37   
Houses 15  

Gardens Communal gardens 26   
Private gardens 11   
Other 9  

Building retention Building retention 19  
Sustainability Sustainable design 11  
Older people/ disabled Older people/ disabled 10  
Utilities Utilities 9  
Density Density 6 

 

  

https://newoldvicky.org/
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Section Topic Sub-Topic Count 

Community 
Facilities 

Civic space Piazza 67 

  
Play area 48   
Sitting out area 32   
Meeting place 31   
NHS car park 15   
Pedestrians 7   
Attractions 1   
Sports 1   
Integration 1   
Culture 1  

Heritage Heritage 72  
Green space Communal gardens 38   

Green space 31   
Dog fouling 1  

Nurseries, school 
capacity 

Nurseries, school capacity 27 

 
Community centre Community centre 15  
Sports Sports 14  
Health care Health care 11  
Children Play area 10  
Environmental health Environmental health 10  
Culture Culture 10  
Library Library 2  
Older people/ disabled Older people/ disabled 1  
Community 
organisations 

Community organisations 1 

 
Funding Funding 1 

Getting Around Pedestrians Pedestrians 84   
Access to park 37   
Safety 26  

Parking Parking 130   
Shops 2  

Cycling Cycling 42  
Congestion Congestion 31   

Hampden events 1  
Public transport Bus 23   

Trams 1  
Road access Road access 14   

Avoid rat run through site 5   
Emergency access 1  

Gated/ not gated Gated/ not gated 19  
Road layout/ traffic flow Road layout/ traffic flow 7  
Road layout Road layout 5  
Taxi Taxi rank 1  
Electric cars Electric cars 1 
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Section Topic Sub-Topic Count 

Economy and Jobs Shops Existing/ independent shops 61   
Shops 23   
Other 8   
Hot food takeaway 8   
Grocery 7   
Location of shops 2   
Café 2   
Attractions 1  

Jobs Studios/ workshops 59  
Other services/ 
businesses 

Bank, post office 11 

  
Bookmaker 2  

Licensed premises Licensed premises 10 

Construction 
phase 

Construction phase Training opportunities 45  
Jobs 21  
Safety 9  
Contractor parking 2  
Disruption 2  
Materials 1  
Construction traffic 1  
Existing businesses 1 

Grand Total 
  

1736 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


